We demonstrate high-geometrical-resolution imaging of dislocations in 4H-SiC by monochromatic synchrotron topography ͑but still under the "integrated wave" condition͒. In back-reflection topographs, 1c screw dislocation images are "magnified" to appear as well-defined circular white spots, while basal plane dislocations with opposite edge Burgers vector components exhibit two distinct kinds of contrast features. All the dislocation images are precisely described by ray-tracing simulations. This imaging technique provides an accurate, comprehensive, and nondestructive characterization tool, which is needed by current SiC researchers is used for industrial applications. It also provides a simple picture for understanding the mechanisms underlying synchrotron diffraction imaging of defects.
SiC is an important wide-bandgap semiconductor for a variety of applications.
1 However, SiC crystals generally contain various defects, such as dislocations, stacking faults ͑SFs͒, etc., among which "super-screw dislocations" ͑SSDs͒ with large Burgers vectors in multiples of the c lattice constant ͑b = nc, including n =1͒ have been a major problem since they produce large lattice distortions and are detrimental to SiC devices.
2 Although hollow-core SSDs ͑i.e., micropipes with n Ͼ 1͒ have been remarkably reduced in recent years, the densities of 1c dislocations and basal plane dislocations ͑BPDs͒ are still in the range of 10 2 -10 5 cm −2 in most SiC wafers. Consequently, the research interest has largely shifted to investigating 1c dislocations, BPDs, and BPDrelated SFs, 3, 4 but there remain a number of unsolved critical problems. To address these issues, it is crucial to develop or upgrade techniques for precisely visualizing these defects.
X-ray topography is a widely used method for characterizing SiC. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Here we demonstrate the capability of highgeometrical-resolution imaging of dislocations in SiC using monochromatic topography based on the Advanced Photon Source ͑APS͒, one of the third-generation synchrotrons. The experiments were carried out at the topography station at beamline 33-BM, APS with a symmetric Si ͑111͒ doublebounce monochromator. 10 The crystals studied were 2 or 3 in. 4H-SiC͑0001͒ wafers with the surfaces offcut 8°to-ward ͓1120͔. We mainly used back-reflection geometry with Bragg angle B = 80°for 00012 គ reflection ͑x-ray energy E = 7.5 keV͒. The images were recorded on nuclear emulsion plates. Figure 1͑a͒ shows a magnified image from part of the 00012 គ topograph taken from a high-quality 4H-SiC crystal. Here the 1c screw dislocations are nearly perpendicular to the crystal surface and their images appear as sharp circular white spots. In Fig. 1͑b͒ , the SSD density is much higher, but each dislocation is still clearly discernible, except that some images are slightly distorted due to the overlap of neighboring dislocation strains. 7 ͑Using smaller imaging distances L, we can resolve dislocations at a density up to 10 6 cm −2 as the diameters of the dislocation image shrink while the geometrical resolution increases with reducing L.͒ The larger white spots in Fig. 1͑b͒ The contrast mechanism of 1c dislocations is that x rays diffracted from circular rings centered on the dislocation core form twisted cone-shaped ray bundles due to the helical lattice planes. The overlap of these cones on the detector then forms the circular images. This diffraction process can be simulated by the ray-tracing method, in which the distorted lattice is divided into small cubes that diffract x rays with the local diffraction vector g͑r͒ = g 0 − ٌ͓g 0 · u͑r͔͒, where g 0 is the undistorted diffraction vector and u͑r͒ is the lattice displacement field. Projecting the diffracted rays ͑with their phases and possible intensity variations ignored͒ along the local Bragg directions onto the detector yields the orientation contrast. The spreading of the diffracted rays leading to a "magnification" of the dislocation image. [6] [7] [8] The ray-tracing simulation has been used to simulate micropipe contrast, and in recent years it has been also applied to other defects. 5 However, in previous simulations of micropipe images, 6-8 the Burgers vector b = nc was uncertain, so agreement between the simulated and recorded images was achieved by adjusting n. The clear images of 1c dislocations ͑with accurate Burgers vectors b = c = 1.005 nm͒ in Fig. 2͑b͒ provide a good opportunity to precisely test this mechanism. Figure 2͑b͒ shows the simulated image of a 1c dislocation based on a point source with a Gaussian-type spectrum ͑⌬ / = 1.5ϫ 10 −4 ͒, and the features indeed agree very well with those of the recorded images in Fig. 2͑a͒ Note that the diffracted wavelength slightly varies from point to point around the dislocation, but the variation is mostly within the bandwidth of the incident beam ⌬ / as verified in the ray-tracing simulation. Therefore, the "monochromatic-beam topography" here is still under the integrated-wave condition with the incident bandpass ͑Ϸ1.1 eV͒ much wider than the intrinsic Darwin curve width ͑Ϸ60 meV for 00012 reflection͒. This is different from "plane-wave topography" with the bandpass narrower than the Darwin width. 11 Nevertheless, the bandpass here is much narrower than a white beam, so it yields a significantly better signal-to-noise ratio.
In simulating Fig. 2͑b͒ , we have assumed a point source. It was found during the simulation that when the point source is shifted by ⌬z along directions perpendicular to the x-ray beam, the dislocation image is also displaced by ⌬zL / L s ͑thus blurring the overall image͒, where L is the imaging distance from the sample and L s is the source-tosample distance. For a finite source size D s , this effect leads to the geometrical resolution D s L / L s . 11 Although the overall resolution of x-ray topography also depends on the detector resolution ͑grain size Ͻ1 m for the nuclear emulsion plates͒ and the diffraction-spread effect ͑or dynamical diffraction effect͒, here the geometrical resolutions are significantly enhanced to D s L / L s ϳ 0.3 and 0.1 m for imaging distances L = 15 and 5 cm, respectively, based on the small effective source size ͑D s ϳ 100 m͒ and the long source-tosample distance ͑L s ϳ 50 m͒. In fact, the extremely small ratio D s / L s for third-generation synchrotrons enables one to "magnify" defect images using large imaging distance L ͑up to meters͒ without substantial blurring of the image details. 8, [11] [12] [13] [14] Based on the ray-tracing principle, it is apparent that the dislocation image diffracted from a deep layer in the crystal will be slightly displaced from that of the surface layer since the diffracted beam is inclined from ͓0001͔.
7 Figure 2͑b͒ is based on the diffraction contribution from a thin surface layer, which is reasonable as the penetration depth of 00012 reflection is ϳ3 m ͑while the harmonics were largely suppressed͒. For white-beam topography, however, the harmonics with higher energy are fully activated and can penetrate the crystal more deeply, thus noticeably blurring the dislocation images ͑the diffraction-spread effects of different harmonics are also different͒. 7 Indeed, the sharpness of the dislocation images taken with reflections 00016 ͑E = 10 keV͒, 00020 ͑E = 12.5 keV͒, and 00024 ͑E = 15 keV͒ does decrease with increasing E. This is another difference between "monochromatic-" and white-beam topography.
The ray-tracing method can also be used to examine BPD contrast. Figure 3͑a͒ is a back-reflection topograph taken from a 4H-SiC crystal with a 2 m homoepilayer grown on it. Here, in addition to the 1c dislocation images, the white and black lines are images of BPDs ͑mainly in the epilayer͒. The formation of BPDs is due to the fact that the energy difference between different stacking sequences of SiC is extremely small. So the lattice can easily slip on the ͑0001͒ basal planes, resulting in BPDs that are either perfect dislocations with Burgers vectors b =1/ 3͗1120͘ ͉͑b ͉ = 0.31 nm͒ or partial dislocations bounding SFs. Since gliding BPDs can be pinned by SSDs, most BPDs in Fig. 3͑a͒ are connected to the SSDs. Due to the 8°offcut, some of the BPDs terminate at the crystal surface so that they appear as dislocation segments.
One can unambiguously identify two kinds of BPD contrast in Fig. 3͑a͒ . Nearly half of the BPDs appear as white stripes ͑B + ͒ with the widths ranging from 5 to 15 m. The other half appear as narrow black lines ͑B − ͒ about 1 -3 m wide. The gliding BPD generally has an edge Burgers vector component b x = b · x ͑to relieve the local stresses͒, where x is a unit vector perpendicular to the local dislocation line ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. This component yields not only the major in-plane displacement field u x that does not produce contrast, but also a vertical displacement u z = b x ͓͑1−2͒ln r 2 + ͑x 2 − z 2 ͒ / r 2 ͔ / ͓8͑ −1͔͒, where r 2 = x 2 + z 2 and is Poisson's ratio. 15 As schematically shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ , for b x Ͼ 0 ͑the extra half plane being above the BPD core͒, the u z component distorts the ͑0001͒ basal planes into convex defocusing "mirrors." For b x Ͻ 0, the basal planes become concave focusing mirrors.
Obviously, the concave basal planes tend to focus the diffracted x rays into a narrow black line on the detector, while the convex planes give rise to a white stripe with the defocused x rays overlapping beside the stripe. 13, 14 The focusing and defocusing patterns of Figs. 3͑c͒ and 3͑d͒ simulated by the ray-tracing method quantitatively confirm these effects. Since the BPD image width is proportional to ͉b · x ͉, it varies for different b or line directions of the BPDs, as can be seen from the various BPD widths.
The capability of identifying the sign of b x is of practical importance. First, one can deduce the lattice slip directions from the directions of the dislocations and their Burgers vectors. For example, if we considered the two dislocations in Fig. 3͑b͒ as a dislocation pair generated by the slip of the shaded local lattice, the slip is obviously toward +x ͑starting from the b x Ͻ 0 dislocation͒ based on the signs of the two b x 's. Otherwise, if the slip is toward −x, the signs of the two b x 's will be reversed. Using back-reflection imaging, one can easily identify these two configurations. This capability is particularly powerful for either in situ or ex situ observations of nucleation and gliding of BPDs and related SFs in SiC p-i-n diodes, which is another severe problem for SiC devices. 3, 4 Second, back reflection can be used to image general misfit dislocations in heterostructures, where the unambiguous determination of the edge Burgers vector directions can give detailed information about misfit strain relexation. Here the advantage of the back-reflection geometry is that its resolution is higher than that of the commonly used grazingincidence geometry. 10 In our experiments, we also used asymmetric reflections to clearly image threading edge dislocations ͑TEDs͒, including the conversion of BPDs into TEDs during SiC homoepitaxy and the alignment of TEDs into dislocation walls ͑grain boundaries͒ in bulk SiC. These results will be presented elsewhere.
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